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Chapter 2771: Man in Blood-colored Robe 

 

Jian Wushuang believed that Strange Old Tong’s strength was definitely stronger than that of the Gold-

armored Corpse Puppet he was controlling and that his attacking power was stronger than Divine 

Demons Sect Master, Dong Shen. 

Earlier when Sword Alliance and Divine Demon Sect were fighting, Dong Shen was a handful for Jian 

Wushuang. Jian Wushuang deployed the Gold-armored Corpse Puppet and used his domain oppression 

methods, yet he barely suppressed Dong Shen’s combat capability. Anyone with Peak Grand Ultimate 

God’s highest combat power could bring great pressure to Sword Alliance. 

However... 

“Strange Old Tong is definitely not weak among the Peak Grand Ultimate Gods. In fact, he is quite a 

powerful one. Although the Gold-armored Corpse Puppet is a corpse puppet, it has the combat power of 

a Peak Grand Ultimate God. In that case, Sword Alliance has two manpower of the highest combat 

power. And I could count as one too, right?” Jian Wushuang scratched his nose. 

He did not display his full potential during the fight with Divine Demon Sect but his combat power was 

definitely at the level of a High-level Grand Ultimate God and he was ranked one of the top. 

After all, he killed Saber Master in the Secret Realm. 

Decades had passed since then and his cultivation realm had risen to another level as well as his 

understanding of laws and sword principles and his methods. 

He possessed the combat power of a Peak Grand Ultimate God. 

Sword Alliance would have had three cultivators with the most powerful combat powers. 

That was a scary fact. 

The four top forces— Nanwu Palace, Life and Death Tower, Divine Demon Sect, and Dongfang Clan— 

each had only one highest combat power, a Peak Grand Ultimate God. 

Even Crimson Stone Fort had only two under different factions, but Sword Alliance had three Peak 

Grand Ultimate God levels of combat power... 

“Strange Old Tong, I have been working on an interesting chess game. If you are free, how about you 

come and have a look?” Jian Wushuang asked with a smile. 

“Chess game?” 

Strange Old Tong was surprised but he followed Jian Wushuang back to the manor nonetheless. 

Under a big tree in the manor, Jian Wushuang placed a huge chess board on the stone table, and there 

were many chess pieces on the chessboard. 

However, those chess pieces were only in one color, which was black. 



“This chess game...” 

Strange Old Tong began to delve into the game. After some time, he raised his brows slightly. “This 

game is a test. Every single chess piece is a test to be solved one after another? And the method of 

cracking these tests seems to be purely relying on sword techniques?” 

“Whoa, you noticed it at a glance. This chess game was created by a cultivator from my hometown. It is 

called Daluo Star Game. I tried to crack it when I was younger and I reaped a lot of benefit from it. Now, 

my understanding of sword principles has already surpassed that cultivator from my hometown so I 

have recreated this game. Every chess piece contains a sword move to work on. Over the years, I have 

been working on this game and I have also gained a lot of benefit from it.” Jian Wushuang said with a 

smile. 

“I’m not good at sword techniques but you got me interested. I might try my hands on these.” Strange 

Old Tong smiled and he started to crack the game. 

It was true that Strange Old Tong was not good at sword techniques but he had a high level of 

understanding of principles and that was helpful across many areas. He managed to crack a few steps 

but soon he fell into a bottleneck and was stuck. 

Jian Wushuang sat by the side, just smiling and watching Strange Old Tong. 

Suddenly... 

Swoosh! 

A figure appeared beside Jian Wushuang. 

It was Xiao Tiexin, Jian Wushuang’s maid. 

“Xin’er, what’s the matter?” Jian Wushuang asked. 

Jian Wushuang had been cultivating in seclusion for years and Xiao Tiexin was the one dealing with all 

the management matters in Sword Alliance. Jian Wushuang trusted Xiao Tiexin fully. 

“Master, someone is asking to meet you outside the Sword Castle,” said Xiao Tiexin. 

“Who?” Jian Wushuang sounded uninterested. 

“I don’t know, he doesn’t want to tell us his name and identity, but he has shown his breath of aura. He 

is a High-level Grand Ultimate God, quite a powerful one,” Xiao Tiexin said. 

“A powerful High-level Grand Ultimate God, but unwilling to reveal his name and identity is here to see 

me?” Jian Wushuang raised his brows and then smiled. “Bring him in.” 

“Yes.” Xiao Tiexin responded and went off to bring the visitor in. 

“Strange Old Tong, I guess I’m the only one who knows that you have broken through to the Peak Grand 

Ultimate God realm. Don’t expose your strength for the time being and disguise your breath of aura,” 

Jian Wushuang said. 



Strange Old Tong breaking through to the Peak Grand Ultimate God realm was equivalent to Sword 

Alliance acquired another ace in the hole. Naturally, Jian Wushuang would not want the secret 

advantage to be known just yet. 

Especially when things were at a delicate stage. 

“Sure, but I’m not good with the disguise so I might be able to cheat those High-level Grand Ultimate 

Gods but not the powerful Peak Grand Ultimate Gods,” said Strange Old Tong. 

“Then don’t meet with those Peak Grand Ultimate Gods. You will stay in Sword Alliance during this time 

and I believe that no Peak Grand Ultimate God will be so boring to come here and investigate your 

cultivation realm,” said Jian Wushuang. 

“That’s true.” Strange Old Tong smiled and quickly masked his breath of aura. 

Jian Wushuang and Strange Old Tong waited quietly in the manor and it did not take long for Xiao Tiexin 

to lead a man in a man in a blood-colored robe. 

The man in a blood-colored robe was well covered up. His face was completely shrouded under the 

blood-colored robe and no one could see his appearance clearly. 

Indeed, he had a tyrannical breath of aura. 

He was one of the best among the High-level Grand Ultimate God, probably no inferior to Strange Old 

Tong before his breakthrough. 

“He is...” 

Jian Wushuang and Strange Old Tong both stared quizzically at the person. 

The blood-colored robe man arrived in front of Jian Wushuang and Strange Old Tong but he did not 

immediately speak. His exposed deep-set eyes glanced at Xiao Tiexin next to him. 

“Xin Er, you may go first.” Jian Wushuang waved his hand. 

“Yes.” Xiao Tiexin nodded and left instantly. 

“I don’t know who you are, please show me who you are,” Jian Wushuang said indifferently. 

The man in a blood-colored robe stood in front of Jian Wushuang and looked around to confirm that 

there was no one else around, then he slowly removed his blood-colored robe, revealing an extremely 

strong and sturdy figure. He was dark and he had strong muscles. The surface of his divine body was 

covered with faint blood-colored thunderbolts. 

He raised his head slightly to show an extremely cold and somewhat domineering face. 

A faint blood-colored thunderbolt flashed in each of his pupils. 

Jian Wushuang and Strange Old Tong were both taken aback to see who it was. 

“Blood Thunder King!” 

Chapter 2772: Blood Thunder King 



 

Jian Wushuang and Strange Old Tong were surprised to see the person who came forth. 

Blood Thunder King... He was the leader of one of the three strongest factions in Crimson Stone Fort. 

Not only was he a terrifying High-level Grand Ultimate God himself, but he also controlled the strongest 

Crimson Stone Official Army in Danyang Continent and there were more than ten known Grand Ultimate 

Gods who reported to him. 

Blood Thunder King’s faction was able to compete with the Yin Suer and Yun Shan factions and keep 

them in check within the Crimson Stone Fort. 

‘What made him make the trip to see Jian Wushuang in person?’ 

After a brief moment of shock, Jian Wushuang recovered his senses. 

“Unexpectedly, the famous Blood Thunder King would come forth to my small and insignificant Sword 

Alliance today. You’ve graced Sword Alliance with your presence.” Jian Wushuang stood up and said 

politely. 

“Alliance Master Su Han must be joking. If Sword Alliance is just a small and insignificant organization, 

then the various forces on Danyang Continent may be nothing at all.” Blood Thunder King chuckled. 

Jian Wushuang smiled slightly and waved. “Please sit down.” 

Blood Thunder King sat down at the stone table in front of him. 

Jian Wushuang waved his hand to keep the chessboard on the stone table and then he took out some 

fruit and wine. 

Blood Thunder King felt very at home. He grabbed a fruit with his big hand and ate it. 

Jian Wushuang looked at Blood Thunder King playfully, “Blood Thunder King, you are here in person 

today. What’s the matter?” 

“I’m here to discuss something important with you, Alliance Master Su Han.” Blood Thunder King wiped 

his mouth and said. 

“You want to discuss something important with me?” Jian Wushuang’s expression remained unchanged. 

“Alliance Master Su Han, as the leader of Sword Alliance, I believe you are aware of the situation in 

Danyang Continent during this period of time?” Blood Thunder King made the opening remark. 

“Of course.” Jian Wushuang smiled, “Danyang Continent is very calm during this time except for Sword 

Alliance who has been discontented. The situation has not changed much from before.” 

“Very calm? Alliance Master Su Han, are you trying to fool around with little kids?” Blood Thunder King 

sneered, “The current Danyang Continent is like a raging storm. Drastic changes may happen at any time 

and the source of this storm is Crimson Stone Fort. Don’t you know, Alliance Master Su Han?” 



“What can I do if I knew about it? It’s your own business no matter what happens in Crimson Stone Fort. 

What does it have to do with Sword Alliance?” Jian Wushuang commented calmly like he was 

uninterested. 

“It has nothing to do with Sword Alliance? I don’t think so.” Blood Thunder King wore a strange smile. 

“What do you mean?” Jian Wushuang looked at Blood Thunder King. 

“Alliance Master Su Han, you knew that there are many factions in Crimson Stone Fort and we are 

fighting incessantly. Among these factions, the factions led by Crimson Stone Fort Master Yin Suer and 

Grand Elder Yun Shan are very powerful.” Blood Thunder King said. 

Jian Wushuang interrupted Blood Thunder King, “Really? As far as I know, there are three powerful 

factions in Crimson Stone Fort. Besides the factions led by Yin Su’er and Yun Shan, Blood Thunder King 

yourself is leading another faction that is not weak at all. You can keep the other two major factions in 

check.” 

“Keep them in check?” Blood Thunder King smiled bitterly, “If it’s the usual small fights and conflicts, 

indeed my faction does not fear them. However, if a big battle breaks out, then my faction is considered 

weak. After all, the battle mainly relies on the combat power of Grand Ultimate Gods. The Heaven 

Ultimate Gods can’t do much at all. Well, they can’t do much in the Crimson Stone Official Army which is 

under my control.” 

“And in terms of the combat power of Grand Ultimate Gods, I have ten of them and it seems like a lot of 

them under my command, but both Yin Su’er and Yun Shan have accumulated power in the dark for a 

long time. They are much better than me. I don’t know for sure how much stronger Yin Su’er and Yun 

Shan are at this stage. Besides, they are both Peak Grand Ultimate Gods with the strongest combat 

power, they are not people whom I can afford to challenge.” 

“Therefore, if a battle breaks out, my faction is far behind the two of them. Therefore, they would be 

the two people who would reintegrate the factions if there is a major change in Crimson Stone Fort. 

However, no matter which of them is in charge, it’s probably not a good thing for Sword Alliance.” 

“Why do you think so?” Jian Wushuang smiled and looked at the Blood Thunder King. 

“It’s very simple. It’s all because of your Sword Alliance background.” Blood Thunder King smiled 

strangely, “Alliance Master Su Han, don’t pretend like you’re confused now. If I guess it right, you came 

from the Outer Realm? You probably have support from the Outer Realm all this while.” 

“How do you know?” Jian Wushuang frowned, he thought Blood Thunder King was funny to make the 

assumption. 

‘Why would the Outer Realm support him?’ 

What a joke. Jian Wushuang had always been working purely on his own. Yin Su’er probably gave him a 

little help, but he gave Yin Su’er much more in return. 

Blood Thunder King had obviously misunderstood Jian Wushuang. 

“It’s very simple. The rise of the Sword Alliance is too fast and you all have too many resources. How 

could you possibly be able to own so many resources? There must be a big force behind you. I believe 



no one in the entire Danyang Holy Domain has the ability to support a top force like yours. Naturally, 

only those Outer Realms with an Undying Saint in their management have the ability to support you.” 

Blood Thunder King smiled, he was pleased with himself. 

“Well, I admit that I do have the support of someone behind me, but what does it have to do with the 

internal conflicts in Crimson Stone Fort?” Jian Wushuang asked. 

“Of course it matters.” Blood Thunder King smiled, “Alliance Master Su Han, if I can guess your 

background right, I believe Yin Su’er, Yun Shan and the other top forces like Nanwu Palace, Life and 

Death Tower, and Dongfang Clan can do the same. Those in power would naturally be disgusted and 

repulsive at you who have the support from an external force. The reason why they haven’t acted on 

your Sword Alliance right now is that the timing is wrong. Crimson Stone Fort will be ending our years of 

internal conflicts real soon and the top forces like Nanwu Palace are coveting us. That’s why no one has 

time for Sword Alliance at this point in time.” 

“But once the battle is over and Crimson Stone Fort has calmed down, Crimson Stone Fort will 

immediately attack you Sword Alliance no matter who is in charge. Even the top forces like Nanwu 

Palace would join hands to go against you. At that instance, unless the Undying Saint behind you comes 

out in person, your Sword Alliance will have no ability to resist and you’d be expelled from the Danyang 

Holy Domain.” 

“Well, that’s true.” Jian Wushuang nodded pretentiously. 

“But now, there is a great opportunity in front of you, Alliance Master Su Han. You can change the fate 

of Sword Alliance completely. I wonder if you’re willing to grab the opportunity?” Blood Thunder King 

smiled strangely. 

Chapter 2773: Join Hands 

 

“I don’t know what Blood Thunder King you are referring to as a great opportunity?” Jian Wushuang 

asked curiously. 

“Join hands with me.” Blood Thunder King suggested, “With the current situation in Sword Alliance, if 

you are willing to join hands with me, the two of us would rise to be stronger than Yin Su’er or Yunshan. 

By then, I will be the ruler of Crimson Stone Fort and I will try my best to help Sword Alliance to sweep 

down the top forces like Nanwu Palace, Life and Death Tower, Divine Demon Sect and Dongfang Clan. 

From then on, this huge Danyang Holy Domain will be the both of us. What do you think?” 

“You want me to join hands with you?” Jian Wushuang laughed mockingly, “There can’t be two tigers in 

a mountain. After you have complete control of Crimson Stone Fort, will you be willing to share Danyang 

Holy Domain with Sword Alliance?” 

“Of course I am willing. At that time, if the Undying Saint behind you agrees, I can even bring Crimson 

Stone Fort and surrender to the Undying Saint,” said Blood Thunder King. 

Jian Wushuang’s pupils shrank. 



‘Not only that he’s willing to jointly manage Danyang Holy Domain, but he’s also willing to surrender 

Crimson Stone Fort?’ 

‘Blood Thunder King...’ 

“Blood Thunder King, why should I trust you? If you betray me afterward, what should I do?” Jian 

Wushuang looked at Blood Thunder King. 

“It’s very simple. No matter how I’m just a High-level Grand Ultimate God myself. Even if I dare to betray 

you, I don’t have the courage to betray the Undying Saint behind you. I don’t think I’ll be able to live 

much longer if I were to get on his wrong side,” said Blood Thunder King. 

Blood Thunder King believed that Jian Wushuang came from the Outer Realm and he also believed that 

Jian Wushuang had a powerful force backing him up and the leader of the force was an Undying Saint. 

Jian Wushuang’s eyes sank slightly after hearing Blood Thunder King. “Well, I can’t call the shots for such 

an important matter, so let me pass on the message to my leader and he will make the decision 

personally. Blood Thunder King, please hang on a minute.” 

“Okay.” Blood Thunder King was very patient and he was just waiting by the side. 

Jian Wushuang pretended to take out a token and then feigned a look like he was communicating with 

someone else. 

Blood Thunder King could not see what Jian Wushuang was doing, he thought Jian Wushuang was 

talking to his leader. 

After a while, Jian Wushuang withdrew the token. 

“Blood Thunder King, my leader had agreed to join hands with you and agreed that Sword Alliance will 

help you to gain control over Crimson Stone Fort, but under one condition,” said Jian Wushuang. 

“What is it?” Blood Thunder King peered at Jian Wushuang. 

“What my leader values is the many resources possessed by Danyang Holy Domain. Therefore, after the 

end of the battle, Crimson Stone Fort that will be under your control must completely surrender to him 

and he shall enjoy 80 percent of the various resources in Danyang Holy Domain when you get the 

remaining 20 percent,” said Jian Wushuang. 

“He wants 80 percent?” Blood Thunder King’s pupils shrank, he gritted his teeth and nodded. “Alright.” 

“In addition, my leader warns that you’d better not fool him. If you dare to have any other thoughts, he 

will personally come to Danyang Holy Domain and your fate will be miserable,” warned Jian Wushuang. 

“That’s for sure.” Blood Thunder King smiled awkwardly. 

“In that case, Blood Thunder King, I wish us happy working together.” Jian Wushuang raised the wine 

glass on the table and smiled slightly. 

“Okay.” Blood Thunder King drank a large glass of wine with Jian Wushuang. 

Then, Blood Thunder King got up and prepared to go. 



“Alliance Master Su Han, this is my Message Token. The great change in Crimson Stone Fort should 

happen anytime soon and I will use this Message Token to send you a message at that time.” Blood 

Thunder King handed his Message Token to Jian Wushuang. 

Jian Wushuang nodded after he received the Message Token and Blood Thunder King quickly left. 

“Unexpectedly, Blood Thunder King came to me and offered to join hands with me. This is really 

interesting.” 

Jian Wushuang looked at the Message Token in his hand, his expression was rather weird. 

“Alliance Master Su Han, do you think that Blood Thunder King really wants to join hands with you?” 

Strange Old Tong who was next to Jian Wushuang looked around. 

“I don’t know.” Jian Wushuang shook his head, “However, whether he is sincere or not, it has nothing to 

do with me. After all, I never thought of joining hands with him.” 

Strange Old Tong raised his eyebrows and he knew what was on Jiang Wushaung’s mind immediately. 

In a void in the distance outside Sword Alliance’s lair, Blood Thunder King, who was once again shrouded 

in the blood-colored robe looked extremely mysterious. He pulled to a stop abruptly. 

“Come out.” Blood Thunder King cried softly. 

Buzz! 

A ray of light condensed in the void in front of him and soon a figure in a black robe emerged. 

The old man in a black robe looked like he was intractable. He had very big eyes. 

As soon as he appeared, he immediately looked at Blood Thunder King, “What is the result? Did Su Han 

agree?” 

Yes.” Blood Thunder King nodded, “Not only did he agree, but he also admitted that he came from the 

Outer Realm and there is indeed an Undying Saint backing him up.” 

“That’s for sure. Otherwise, Sword Alliance cannot rise so fast. The question now is that I don’t know 

which Outer Realm he is from... Did Su Han tell you just now?” the black robe old man asked. 

“No.” Blood Thunder King shook his head, “However, Nine Realms of Golden Crow probably has Dragon 

Phoenix Pavilion and Star Picking Pavilion and very few large forces with Undying Saints. For those who 

are near Danyang Holy Domain and are willing to get involved with what’s going on in Danyang Holy 

Domain, you should know more about who they are apart from you Heavenly Modest Palace.” 

Blood Thunder King looked at the old man in a black robe. 

He was very clear about the identity of the old man in a black robe. The old man came from the Outer 

Realm, from a force called the Heavenly Modest Palace. 

Heavenly Modest Palace had a great reputation in Nine Realms of Golden Crow and they had a powerful 

Undying Saint sitting behind it. 



The old man in a black robe came to Danyang Holy Domain a long time ago and after working hard for a 

long period of time, he reached an agreement with Blood Thunder King. 

Therefore, Blood Thunder King, just like what Jian Wushuang believed, was there to gain Jian 

Wushuang’s trust. 

Blood Thunder King had never thought of joining forces with Sword Alliance, he just wanted to use 

Sword Alliance. 

As for the Undying Saint backing Jian Wushuang up, he was not afraid at all. 

After all, Blood Thunder King also has an Undying Saint behind him. 

“I don’t care who is supporting Sword Alliance. In short, Heavenly Modest Palace has been working hard 

in Danyang Holy Domain for so long. I would never allow someone else to reap what I have sowed. We’ll 

first form allies with Sword Alliance and use him to destroy the two Yin Su’er and Yun Shan factions. 

Thereafter, we will try a way to destroy Sword Alliance!” said the old man in a black robe coldly. 

Chapter 2774: A Point of No Return 

 

In the great hall, the tall and beautiful Yin Su’er stood at the highest area as she excluded extreme 

pressure. 

Underneath her, three other people were standing there apart from Palace Keeper Si Zhen. 

Those three were Grand Ultimate Gods and they were extremely loyal towards Yin Su’er. They were 

people she trusted the most. 

“Has the news been confirmed?” Yin Su’er looked downwards. 

An elder with white hair among them nodded politely. “Yes, although there’s no conclusion yet, it is a 

fact that Yun Shan had already started contacting the people from that side.” 

“Humph, this old b*stard!!” Yin Su’er’s facial expression turned into a strict one. “There’s no other 

choice, we have to immediately take action.” 

Palace Keeper Si Zhen and the three others also had darkened expressions on their faces. 

They knew about Yin Su’er’s helplessness and could also understand her decision. 

“Make your preparations. We will take action in ten days!” Yin Su’er said. 

“Ten days?” Palace Keeper Si Zhen and the others nodded in seriousness. 

After some time, the three others left continuously and only Palace Keeper Si Zhen was left standing 

there. 

“Fort master, should we inform Jian Yi about this right now so that he and his Sword Alliance can make 

the preparations?” Palace Keeper Si Zhen said. 

“We should inform him but you don’t need to do it this time. I will personally talk to him.” Yin Su’er said. 



“Alright.” Palace Keeper Si Zhen nodded and also left. 

Only Yin Su’er was left in the large hall. 

With a flip of her delicate hand, Yin Su’er took a token out and started communication. 

“Jian Yi...” Jian Wushuang, who was sitting at the stone table in Sword Alliance’s garden immediately 

responded. 

“The fort master has personally contacted me. This is really rare.” Jian Wushuang smiled playfully. 

Normally, his communication with Yin Su’er would go through Palace Keeper Si Zhen but Yin Su’er had 

directly contacted him this time. 

“Jian Yi, there’s something that I need to personally tell you.” Yin Su’er sounded extremely serious. 

“You sound so serious, do you plan to take action now?” Jian Wushuang’s expression slightly changed. 

“Yes. I’ve given my orders.My people will take action ten days later and our aim is Yun Shan’s faction.” 

Yin Su’er said. 

“Ten days? Isn’t that too soon? Are you extremely well prepared?” Jian Wushuang frowned. 

“No.” Yin Su’er shook her head. “But we are at a point of no return.” 

“What do you mean?” Jian Wushuang was really puzzled this time. 

Although there was a lot going on in the Crimson Stone Fort right now and every faction was preparing 

themselves with all they had. However, Yin Su’er obviously had the upper hand as she had the support 

of a huge amount of resources. 

Apart from that, she was greatly burdened. It did not matter if she did not take action, she had to be 

completely prepared once she took action. 

However, it seemed irrational for her to proactively take action right now without complete 

preparation. 

“Couple of days ago, my people received news that the old man, Yun Shan, seemed to have received 

some news that the power I hold right now is much stronger than his so he’s looking for ways to search 

for external help. Within these couple of days, Yun Shan has already gained contact with Nanwu Palace.” 

Yin Su’er said. 

“Nanwu Palace?” Jian Wushuang’s facial expression slightly changed. 

Nanwu Palace was only behind the Crimson Stone Fort among the pinnacle forces in the Danyang 

Continent. 

Nanwu Palace Master was even the publicly recognized expert in the Danyang Continent. If Yun Shan’s 

faction connected with Nanwu Palace and worked together, Yin Su’er’s faction would be placed in a 

passive position. 

“Have they formed an alliance?” Jian Wushuang asked. 



“Not at this moment but Yun Shan shows obvious signs about it. If I continue to wait, he might really join 

forces with Nanwu Palace and I wouldn’t be the one handling them later on, they will be the ones 

working together to wipe me out. Hence, I need to take action now and completely wipe out Yun Shan’s 

faction earlier on.” Yin Su’er said. 

“How confident are you to go against Yun Shan’s faction based on your accumulated strength?” Jian 

Wushuang asked. 

“100%” Yin Su’er replied neatly. “Although Yun Shan had accumulated a lot of strength throughout 

recent years, I’ve accumulated more strength than him. Apart from that, I’ve obtained a huge amount of 

resources because of you and I’ve won over many helpers with these resources. If no other forces 

interrupt us right now, Yun Shan’s faction would not be our opponent if only both our factions go to 

battle.” 

“You’re so confident?” Jian Wushuang raised his eyebrows. 

He had no idea that Yin Su’er would be so capable and have secretly accumulated so much power. 

At the same time, he understood why Yun Shan would think of ways to contact the Nanwu Palace. 

Yun Shan must have realized that Yin Su’er was too powerful and was trying his best to search for 

helpers as his faction was not capable of withstanding Yin Su’er. 

He was also driven insane by Yin Su’er and went to Nanwu Palace because he had no other way. 

“However, although my faction is completely confident in defeating Yun Shan’s faction, there’s another 

large faction in the Crimson Stone Fort and that is the Blood Thunder King’s faction. I’m not capable of 

facing both parties at the same time, hence... Ten days later, I need your Sword Alliance to help me stop 

the Blood Thunder King’s faction. That shouldn’t be a problem, right?” Yin Su’er said. 

“Although the Blood Thunder King’s faction have quite a number of Grand Ultimate Gods, they don’t 

have the support of any Peak Grand Ultimate God. With our Sword Alliance’s current strength, we can 

handle them.” Jian Wushuang nodded slightly. “However, Blood Thunder King isn’t your only threat this 

time, right? Based on what I know, Nanwu Palace, Life and Death Tower, Divine Demon Sect and the 

Dongfang Clan. These four pinnacle forces had been fixated on your Crimson Stone Fort since a long 

time ago. Especially recent days...” 

“Our Sword Alliance has been stirring things up throughout these few decades in order to pressure 

these pinnacle forces. However, these pinnacle forces had been tolerating things and they obviously do 

not want to offend our Sword Alliance. Instead, they had been focusing all their attention on your 

Crimson Stone Fort. Once anything happens on your Crimson Stone Fort, these pinnacle forces will 

definitely take action right away.” 

“These are four pinnacle forces. Even if the Divine Demon Sect wouldn’t take action because they are 

badly compromised, the three other pinnacle forces would still be extremely strong if they work 

together. How can you withstand them if they grab the opportunity when you are in a fight with the Yun 

Shan faction and both parties are badly wounded?” Yin Su’er, who was on the other side of the token, 

was silent for some time after Jian Wushuang spoke. 



Moments later, Yin Su’er spoke once again. “If the three pinnacle forces, Nanwu Palace, Life and Death 

Tower and Dongfang Clan came attacking when I’m battling for my life with Yunshan, both of us would 

not be able to withstand them. This is also why I’m not fully prepared.” 

“That is why my current plan is to carry out a sudden attack ten days later, when Yun Shan is having a 

secret meeting with the experts under his leadership. I plan to try my best to defeat all the experts in 

Yun Shan’s faction within the shortest period of time with absolute strength. The best way is to leave no 

time for those pinnacle forces to react.” 

Chapter 2775: Depart 

 

“You want to have a quick battle?” Jian Wushuang frowned. “Is that possible?” 

“I have to do the impossible as I do not have other choices.” Yin Su’er said in a low voice. 

“Yun Shan is already exchanging terms with Nanwu Palace at this moment and they haven’t come to an 

agreement because none of them wants to make a concession. Once either the Nanwu Palace or Yun 

Shan makes a slight concession, they would form an alliance and I would not have any chances. 

Although what I’m going to do seems reckless, there’s at least some possibility of success.” 

“As long as we are speedy enough to defeat Yun Shan’s faction before the experts from Nanwu Palace, 

Life and Death Tower and Dongfang Clan arrive, we would manage to withstand them with the help of 

your Sword Alliance, even if my faction isn’t in its peak stage.” 

“If we are able to withstand that round of attack, we can think of ways to split up those three pinnacle 

forces next. After all, they have internal conflicts and we would have lots of opportunities to pinpoint 

them by then.” 

Jian Wushuang was secretly lamenting when he heard what Yin Su’er said. 

He was able to see that Yin Su’er had been forced to a point of no return or she would not have 

proactively taken action against Yun Shan’s faction when she was not completely prepared. 

As for her decision right now, Jian Wushuang had to admit that this might be her last chance even if it 

was a dangerous one. 

Jian Wushuang agreed to Yin Su’er’s decision when he stood in her shoes. 

“I understand it. Don’t worry, fort master. My Sword Alliance will use everything we have to help you in 

ten days.” Jian Wushuang said seriously. 

“Thank you, Mr. Jian Yi.” Yin Su’er softened her voice. “No matter what the ending of this battle is, 

you’ve done everything you should have. Even if my faction lost in the end, I’m only grateful towards 

Mr. Jian Yi and there would not be a hint of dissatisfaction. By then, Mr. Jian Yi can think of ways to 

escape and ignore what happens to my Crimson Stone Fort.” 

“I know, I’m not stupid.” Jian Wushuang smiled slightly. 

The two of them stopped their communication after that. 



“She plans to take action ten days later?” Jian Wushuang sat in the garden by himself as he tapped his 

finger against the stone table with an extremely serious expression on his face. 

Yin Su’er’s decision to carry out the raid ten days later was really a forced decision and the risks were 

extremely huge. 

They were not hugely certain even if she had her full support. 

Jian Wushuang had once made a deal with Crimson Stone Saint and he would definitely do his best full-

hearted since he was entrusted by others on this matter. He also hoped that Yin Su’er managed to 

obtain what she wanted in this battle. 

However, he was unable to predict the ending. 

“No matter what, I’ve tried my best and everything would come down to Yin Su’er’s fate to see if we 

survive this.” Jian Wushuang mumbled to himself. 

He had already reached the limit of what he could do and he had a clear conscience that he was worthy 

of the Fengtian Scroll given to him by the Crimson Stone Saint. 

Ten days passed by in the blink of an eye. 

In a grand hall of the Sword Alliance, Jian Wushuang sat on the grand throne at the highest position 

while Xiao Tiexin stood obediently beside him. 

Beneath the hall, several experts were standing there. 

The sloppy old man with messy hair, Old Tong, narrowed his eyes as he stood in front of everybody. 

However, he still hid his divine power and unless he met a Peak Grand Ultimate God like him, nobody 

would notice that he had already broken through even though his ways of hiding his power were not 

very strong. 

For example, when Blood Thunder King came visiting previously, Old Tong stood beside but Blood 

Thunder King did not realize that Old Tong had already broken through into a Peak Grand Ultimate God. 

There were six other people behind Old Tong. 

Among these six people, there was one older and one younger person apart from Grand Ultimate God 

Jue Xin, Old Snake, An Ying and Lan Junzhu. They were also Grand Ultimate Gods and were members of 

the elder group in the Sword Alliance. 

Couple of decades ago, the entire Danyang Continent was shocked when news about the Sword Alliance 

defeating the Divine Demon Sect was spreaded out. The Sword Alliance’s prestige had achieved a 

shocking high within that period of time. 

Within these couple of decades, the Sword Alliance tried its best in developing and attracted experts 

with a huge number of resources and cost. These two Grand Ultimate Gods were experts who accepted 

their invitation. 

Among these two people, one of them is a High-level Grand Ultimate God while the other is only a 

Primary-level Grand Ultimate God. 



The reason they accepted the invitation from the Sword Alliance was not only because of the sufficient 

pay the Sword Alliance provided, the most important point was that these two people had great grudges 

against the Divine Demon Sect. 

They promised because they felt that they had been avenged when they saw how the Sword Alliance 

defeated the Divine Demon Sect in a face-to face battle and caused the Divine Demon Sect to be badly 

wounded. 

The addition of these two people had once again enriched the Sword Alliance’s higher level combat 

power. 

Right now, these Grand Ultimate Gods followed Jian Wushuang’s orders and were waiting in silence. 

They were able to see that Jian Wushuang was definitely planning something huge for gathering all of 

them over at this moment. However, Jian Wushuang did not say what they were doing and they had no 

idea either. 

In the highest throne, Jian Wushuang was also waiting there with his eyes closed. 

After waiting for around half an hour, Yin Su’er had finally sent a message. 

“Jian Yi, we’ve started our journey and we will be at Bane City within an hour.” Yin Su’er said. 

“Bane City? That is where the battlefield will be?” Jian Wushuang asked. 

“Yes, Yun Shan is having a discussion with the experts under his leadership in Bane City. We shall carry 

out a sudden raid once we arrive there and there will be a large movement by then. The experts of 

different forces will be immediately alarmed, especially Blood Thunder King... He is one of our Crimson 

Stone Fort’s higher management and he’s very familiar with some of our spatial passages. Once a huge 

battle happens in Bane City, he would be able to rush over speedily via the spatial passages. Your Sword 

Alliance needs to think of a way to stop him.” Yin Su’er said. 

“Understood. I will start my journey now.” Jian Wushuang interrupted the communication and looked 

towards the Grand Ultimate Gods below him. 

“Old Snake, stay and take care of our base.” Jian Wushuang ordered. 

“Yes, master.” Old Snake nodded without any complaints. 

“The others shall leave with me right now.” With the wave of Jian Wushuang’s hands, Old Tong, Grand 

Ultimate God Jue Xin, An Ying, Lan Junzhu and two other Grand Ultimate Gods that recently joined the 

Sword Alliance immediately started their journey under Jian Wushuang’s lead. 

They had been travelling via some wormholes throughout the entire journey and had arrived in a void 

near to Bane City within a short amount of time. 

“The Bane City is located not far from here and that place has always been the Crimson Stone Fort’s 

territory. Alliance Master Su Han, what are we doing here?” Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin asked. 

“Stop with the questions as you will know when it’s time.” Jian Wushuang only smiled indifferently and 

did not make much explanation. 



Chapter 2776: The Beginning of The Great Battle 

 

The same time when Jian Wushuang and the others arrived at the outskirts of Bane City. 

Many figures were standing in another void. These figures were exuding extremely strong divine power. 

Their divine power obviously meant that they had achieved the level of Grand Ultimate God. 

However, the crucial part was that there were more than 20 figures standing in this void and that meant 

that there were more than 20 Grand Ultimate Gods! 

It had to be known that there were many factions in the Crimson Stone Fort and Blood Thunder King’s 

faction was publicly known for having the most Grand Ultimate Gods. However, they also only had 

around a dozen of them. 

Standing in front of these 20 over Grand Ultimate Gods were the extremely beautiful yet strict Yin Su’er. 

She looked at the huge city in front of her with a cold look in her eyes. 

“It’s almost time, let’s take action right away.” Yin Su’er had a serious expression on her face. With the 

wave of her hand, the 20 over Grand Ultimate Gods behind her immediately started moving. 

These 20 over Grand Ultimate Gods instantly turned into 20 over streams of light while Yin Su’er also 

went skimming out. They appeared in the void on top of Bane City within the blink of an eye. 

Rumble~~~ 

One after another, huge coercive forces directly came suppressing down. 

Yun Shan and the others who were hiding in a secret chamber located in Bane City were instantly 

alerted. 

Then, a large number of people directly rose up. 

“Yin Su’er!!” A strict glance was released from the eyes of a short elder with young features and old 

man’s hair. His glance came exploding towards Yin Su’er like two lightning bolts. The divine power that 

belonged to a Peak Grand Ultimate God was also released from his body. 

This short elder was the person controlling another large faction in the Crimson Stone Fort, Yun Shan!! 

“Are you finally taking action?” Yun Shan had a cold look in his eyes. 

“Yun Shan, we’ve been fighting for so many years and we should end it today.” Yin Su’er’s voice could be 

heard in the entire Bane City. 

“Everybody, kill!!” 

Bomb! Bomb! Bomb! Bomb! Bomb! 

More than 20 over Grand Ultimate Gods behind Yin Su’er immediately took action and went rushing 

down like extremely hungry beasts. 



“Block their way.” Yun Shan also yelled out with a low voice and around a dozen Grand Ultimate Gods 

around him also came rushing forward fiercely with overwhelming aura. 

A total of almost 40 Grand Ultimate Gods from both sides instantaneously started fighting one another. 

The huge battle completely broke out. 

“It’s started.” Jian Wushuang and the others stood in the void outside of Bane City. Although they were 

some distance away, they were still able to clearly see what was happening in the city and felt the waves 

of scary hums exploding in the city at the same time. Behind Jian Wushuang, Old Tong, Grand Ultimate 

God Jue Xin, An Ying and Lan Junzhu also had different expressions on their faces. 

“Crimson Stone Fort, it’s a fight between two of their strongest factions.” 

“That is the Crimson Stone Fort Master, Yin Su’er while the other is the Crimson Stone Fort’s First Elder, 

Yun Shan. Rumors state that these two have been fighting for many years and have gone through all 

sorts of fights since the falling of the Crimson Stone Saint. Are they finally ending things now?” 

“There are so many Grand Ultimate Gods. Didn’t they say that these two factions of the Crimson Stone 

Fort only have around seven to eight Grand Ultimate Gods? Even Blood Thunder King that has the most 

Grand Ultimate Gods, have around a dozen only. However, why... Why are there so many here?” 

“There should be around a total of forty Grand Ultimate Gods here, right? This is the first time I’ve seen 

a battle between so many Grand Ultimate Gods.” Old Tong and the others secretly sighed. 

Grand Ultimate Gods were definitely the strongest experts in the Danyang Continent. 

Under normal circumstances, one could easily build a first-class force in the Danyang Continent with two 

to three Grand Ultimate Gods while pinnacle forces had around one dozen of them. 

There were around 40 of them here... In the Danyang Holy Domain, only the Crimson Stone Fort was 

capable of this. 

Even Jian Wushuang had to gasp with admiration that a lean camel was still bigger than a horse. 

“It looks like Yin Su’er has taken over the other four smaller factions in the Crimson Stone Fort. Those 

small factions have a couple of Grand Ultimate Gods and they all listen to her right now. She really has 

some strong ways.” Jian Wushuang mumbled. 

He had to admit that Yin Su’er really had some tricks up her sleeves or it would be impossible for her to 

support the Crimson Stone Fort alone for so many years. 

There were currently a total of 20 over Grand Ultimate Gods under Yin Su’er’s lead. All of them were 

much stronger in both volume and quality, even their higher level combat power... In the void located in 

the middle of Bane City, Yin Su’er was having a combat with Yun Shan and the two of them were 

pushing their power to the limit. 

However, Jian Wushuang could obviously see that Yin Su’er definitely had the upper hand in this battle. 

It could be said that Yin Su’er’s side had an absolute upper hand in both higher level combat power and 

the fights between the Grand Ultimate Gods. 



‘She definitely has an advantage and it’s quite a huge one. However, it would be difficult to completely 

defeat Yun Shan’s faction or kill Yun Shan in a short period of time based on this advantage alone. The 

other forces must have received news now that this battle has exploded and they must be rushing over 

right now.’ Jian Wushuang thought to himself. 

As he was thinking about this, the token given by Blood Thunder King and stored in his interspatial ring 

immediately reacted. 

“Alliance Master Su Han, Yin Su’er has already taken action, please hurry to Bane City.” There was a hint 

of anxiety in Blood Thunder King’s voice. 

Blood Thunder King obviously did not expect Yin Su’er to take action so speedily as she directly found a 

chance to carry out a sudden raid. Apart from that, she did such a good job in keeping it a secret that no 

information was leaked previously. 

“I’ve already received news and am rushing my way over. I will be there momentarily.” Jian Wushuang 

purposely sent a message. 

Moments later, he took the token up again. “Blood Thunder King, I’ve already rushed over to the void 

outside Bane City and I’m in this direction.” 

Jian Wushuang informed Blood Thunder King of his location before glancing at Old Tong. 

“Old Tong, Blood Thunder King is coming in a short while. In order to be safe, hide yourself. You can take 

action after I’ve sent you a message.” Jian Wushuang said. 

“Alright.” Old Tong nodded and went skimming towards the surrounding void by himself. 

Moments later, more than a dozen figures came rushing over. 

A total of 16 people arrived and everyone of them had strong divine power. They were all in the Grand 

Ultimate God level but they were only Primary-level and High-level Grand Ultimate Gods. There were no 

Peak Grand Ultimate Gods among them. 

“Alliance Master Su Han, you travel so speedily.” A smile immediately appeared on Blood Thunder King’s 

face when he saw Jian Wushuang. 

“Coincidentally, there’s a spatial passage located in the territory belonging to my Sword Alliance that 

connects to the void nearby to Bane City. That is why I arrived sooner.” Jian Wushuang said. 

“I see.” Blood Thunder King raised his eyebrows before turning his attention to the Grand Ultimate Gods 

behind Jian Wushuang. 

“Hmm? Why aren’t Old Tong and Old Snake here?” Blood Thunder King asked in surprise. 

“My Sword Alliance has been continuously expanding recently and we’ve attracted many strong 

opponents. I have to keep some power in the Sword Alliance to attend to them during this mission, I 

hope that you can understand.” Jian Wushuang said. 

Chapter 2777: Took Action 

 



“The Sword Alliance is such a big household, I’m sure nothing can be taken lightly.” Blood Thunder King 

smiled without much care. “I did not expect Yin Su’re to take such speedy actions and her means are 

really great. I’m afraid that Yun Shan might fall here in this battle.” 

Jian Wushuang looked at the battlefield far away and slightly nodded. 

It was true that Yin Su’er obviously had the upper hand in this battle between two parties and it was a 

great upper hand. 

Yun Shan’s faction seemed to be in the fight under suppression. 

However, it would still take some time if Yin Su’er’s side wanted to completely defeat Yun Shan’s faction 

and she definitely needed to pay a certain price. 

“We shall wait here and after both factions have been badly wounded from the fight, we shall go out to 

clean up the messy situation.” Blood Thunder King said. 

“I understand.” Jian Wushuang nodded slightly. 

Outside of Bane City, the Sword Alliance controlled by Jian Wushuang and Blood Thunder King’s faction 

stood in the void as they looked on silently. 

They looked on as Ying Suer and Yun Shan’s factions fought. The battle got increasingly intense and 

crazy. 

The crazy fight between almost 40 Grand Ultimate Gods caused a shocking amount of movement. 

Under such a large scale of crazy fight, these Grand Ultimate Gods were unable to completely protect 

their own lives. 

Within mere moments... 

Bomb! 

The Divine Body of an elder in green robe was directly penetrated and his life was instantly ended. 

Since the battle started, the first fallen Grand Ultimate God had appeared. 

“It’s Grand Ultimate God Bing Yu from Yun Shan’s faction. He’s really unlucky to be the first one to die.” 

“He’s really unlucky as he’s only a usual Primary-level Grand Ultimate God but he had to face two 

masters in the same level and was even secretly attacked by a High-level Grand Ultimate God from the 

fight beside. It seems difficult to stay alive under such circumstances. 

“It’s not completely because of luck. There’s quite a huge difference between the strength of both 

sides.” 

The experts under Blood Thunder King’s lead were hiding in the void outside Bane City and they were 

secretly sighing about the situation. 

The elder in green roves was the first one to die. It was impossible for him to be the only fallen expert in 

such an intense and crazy battle. 



Following that, the experts died in the battle one after another. Some of them were from Yun Shan’s 

faction and there were also others from Yin Su’er’s faction. 

However, due to the difference between their strength, most of the experts who died were from Yun 

Shan’s faction. 

Soon, there were ten experts who died in the battle and among them, seven of them were from Yun 

Shan’s faction. 

It had to be understood that the number of Grand Ultimate Gods from Yun Shan’s faction were much 

lesser compared to Yin Su’er’s faction. Now that they had lost seven of them, they did not have much 

Grand Ultimate Gods left and their disadvantage in the battle grew. 

“Yun Shan’s faction can’t hold it much longer.” 

“There has originally been a huge difference between their combat power. Now that Yun Shan’s faction 

has lost seven Grand Ultimate Gods while Yin Su’er’s faction only lost three, the difference is even much 

more obvious.” 

“Yun Shan is going to be defeated after all.” The experts under Blood Thunder King’s lead were still 

discussing among themselves. 

“Blood Thunder King, when shall we take action?” Jian Wushuang looked towards Blood Thunder King. 

“Be patient and wait a little longer. Let them fight for a longer period of time.” Blood Thunder King’s 

eyes were sparkling. 

Jian Wushuang was naturally unfazed as Yin Su’er was the one with the upper hand right now. 

After some time, the experts from both parties were already in a terrible situation from the fight, 

especially those from Yun Shan’s faction. 

Half of the originally more than a dozen Grand Ultimate Gods had fallen and the remaining Grand 

Ultimate Gods were also badly wounded. 

Even Yun Shan himself... 

Bomb! 

Following a horrendous hum that could be heard throughout the entire battlefield, Yun Shan’s figure 

went bursting outwards in a battered manner. 

At this moment, Yun Shan’s face was extremely pale with blood at the corners of his mouth. His divine 

power was obviously weakened compared to how he was previously. 

Yun Shan was obviously heavily wounded. 

“Yun Shan, you are definitely losing this battle!” Yin Su’er had a great amount of divine power surging 

through her body. She stood there with her arrogant figure and looked down at everything like a divine 

goddess. 

In this one to one fight between Yin Su’er and Yun Shan, it was obvious that Yin Su’er was stronger! 



Yun Shan, who was already badly wounded, stood there as he looked at his surroundings. The Grand 

Ultimate Gods under his lead had extremely darkened expressions. 

He definitely lost in this battle and it was a terrible loss. 

The strength Yin Su’er accumulated had completely surpassed him. 

“Attack!” Yin Su’er said in a cold voice as she wanted to carry out another attack. 

The Grand Ultimate Gods behind her had extremely high will to kill in their eyes as they once again took 

action. 

As for the Grand Ultimate Gods from Yun Shan’s faction, they looked extremely pale but an 

unprecedented craziness could be seen in their eyes. 

“Fight them with all you have!” 

“Kill! Kill!” 

The people in the battle had gone completely crazy. 

In the void outside of Bane City, Jian Wushuang and Blood Thunder King, who was standing next to him, 

saw everything that happened in Bane City’s battlefield. 

“It’s almost time for us to take action.” Blood Thunder King smiled coldly. 

“Are we taking action now?” Jian Wushuang glanced at Blood Thunder King, who was beside him. 

“Between these two factions, shall we take action towards Yin Su’er’s faction first or Yun Shan’s faction? 

Or should we take action against both factions at the same time?” 

“We should pulverize an already defeated enemy first. We should wipe out the old man Yun Shan first 

before taking action against Yin Su’er.” Blood Thunder King said. 

“Take action against Yun Shan first?” Jian Wushuang slightly frowned. 

Right now, both Yin Su’er and Yun Shan’s factions had been badly wounded as they suffered huge losses. 

Among them, Yun Shan was completely routed. 

If they take action at this moment, they should do it towards Yin Su’er first as the right thing to do was 

to weaken the combat power of Yin Su’er’s faction. However, Blood Thunder King chose to take action 

against Yun Shan first to completely defeat or kill him on the spot so that he was left with no options out 

before taking action against Yin Su’er. 

Blood Thunder King was so confident in their side’s strength? 

“Let’s take action.” Blood Thunder King did not explain too much and only said this. Then, the dozen 

over Grand Ultimate Gods behind him moved at the same time under his personal lead. 

Jian Wushuang also did not linger. With a wave of his hand, a Gold-armored Corpse Pupper, a Silver-

armored Corpse Puppet and two Bronze-armored Corpse Puppets appeared in front of him at the same 

time. 



After that, Jian Wushuang went skimming speedily towards Bane City as he led these corpse puppets 

together with Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin and the others. 

In Bane City, both Yin Su’er and Yun Shan’s forces were still in a heated fight, suddenly... 

A huge amount of figures came skimming over from the surrounding void. 

There were lots of experts as Blood Thunder King’s faction alone had 16 Grand Ultimate Gods. Together 

with the six Grand Ultimate Gods, including Jian Wushuang, from Sword Alliance and four corpse 

puppets, there were a total of 26 experts from the Grand Ultimate God level. They directly came 

attacking in a loud and horrifying manner. 

Experts from both factions fighting in the battlefield immediately noticed this. 

“That is... Blood Thunder King?” 

Chapter 2778: Blood Thunder King’s Glee 

 

“It’s Blood Thunder King and his faction’s experts, there are also some people who are...from the Sword 

Alliance!” 

“Sword Alliance?” 

“When did Blood Thunder King get together with the Sword Alliance?” 

The experts fighting from the two major factions were deeply surprised. 

Yun Shan and Yin Su’er noticed the arrival of Jian Wushuang and the others and were puzzled. 

Especially Yin Su’er, she gave a deep look at Jian Wushuang. 

Jian Wushuang, Blood Thunder King, and the others who suddenly arrived on the battlefield from the 

void nearby began attacking and killing the experts from Yun Shan’s faction. 

“Sh*t!” 

“Damn it!” 

“Blood Thunder King!” 

The Grand Ultimate Gods in Yun Shan’s camp were frightened. 

They were already at an absolute disadvantage, on the verge of defeat, and had been fighting hard all 

the time. 

Blood Thunder King and the Sword Alliance joining in the attack and targeting them all of a sudden did 

not do them any good. How were they going to resist the fierce attack? 

“Haha, go to hell!” 

Blood Thunder King’s eyes turned scarlet as he stared at a High-level Grand Ultimate God in Yun Shan’s 

camp and immediately displayed his masterstroke. 



The 15 Grand Ultimate Gods under Blood Thunder King’s command including those from the Sword 

Alliance and their four corpse puppets did not hold back as all of them attacked and killed mercilessly. 

The miserable Grand Ultimate Gods in Yun Shan’s camp received a devastating blow. 

Almost all of the Grand Ultimate Gods were killed in an instant. In the end, only four of them managed 

to escape from the waves of attacks and fled to the distant void in distress. 

Among the four who survived by luck were Yun Shan and three other High-level Grand Ultimate Gods! 

There were more than a dozen Grand Ultimate Gods in Yun Shan’s camp when Yun Shan and Yin Su’er 

faced off against each other, but only four of them survived. The four who survived were seriously 

injured and unable to recover their combat power to its peak in a short period. 

Yun Shan’s faction was defeated with no chance of making a comeback. 

“Blood Thunder King!” 

Yun Shan’s infuriated voice echoed in the sky with his eyes seeming to be discharging flames of fury as 

he stared at Blood Thunder King. 

Blood Thunder King laughed. “Haha, Yun Shan. Are you surprised? You and Yin Su’er have been fighting 

all these years over the full control of Crimson Stone Fort, but both of you have never considered me as 

equal from the beginning to the end. I bet you didn’t expect me to win this hand?” 

Yun Shan’s complexion sank and turned to look at Jian Wushuang. “Sword Alliance... You colluded with 

the Sword Alliance!” 

“Collusion? Yun Shan, don’t you think that’s a bit harsh. There’s no enmity between Crimson Stone Fort 

and the Sword Alliance, so I only asked Alliance Master Su Han to come forward and do me a little favor. 

Why do you think it’s a collusion?” Blood Thunder King laughed mockingly before instantly setting his 

gaze on Yin Su’er and the others. 

“Yun Shan’s faction is now crippled. We don’t need to care too much about them. Although Yin Su’er’s 

faction still possessed certain combat power, they are a far cry from their peak state. Alliance Master Su 

Han, we are much stronger than Yin Su’er’s faction once we joined hands. We’ll win this battle.” 

Blood Thunder King wore an absolute confidence look on his face and was pleased. 

Even though Yun Shan’s faction suffered the most in the recent war, Yin Suer’s faction was not spared 

either as several of their Grand Ultimate Gods had fallen. 

As for the Grand Ultimate Gods who survived, they suffered a certain degree of injuries. The combined 

combat power of Blood Thunder King and the Sword Alliance was superior to that of Yin Su’er’s faction 

under such circumstances. 

The experts in Yin Su’er’s camp pulled a long face after hearing Blood Thunder King’s claim. 

The appearance of Blood Thunder King and the Sword Alliance joined hands after their fierce fight with 

Yun Shan’s faction was giving them a lot of pressure. 

Of course, that was also because they knew nothing about what was going on. 



Yin Su’er and Palace Keeper Si Zhen remained calm as they knew the truth. 

“Blood Thunder King, don’t you think it’s too early to be this happy? We haven’t even fought yet, how 

do you foresee the result?” Yin Suer jeered coldly. 

Blood Thunder King smiled. “Haha, matters have gotten up to this stage, Yin Su’er. Why are you still 

struggling? I’ll fulfill your wish if you don’t want to admit defeat yet. Alliance Master Su Han, I heard 

your domain oppression methods are very sophisticated and played a big role during the Sword 

Alliance’s fight with the Divine Demon Sect. Will I be fortunate enough to see that today?” 

“Of course you are.” Jian Wushuang smiled as he spoke to Blood Thunder King as though they had been 

friends for many years. 

An ancient bronze mirror emerged from Jian Wushuang’s body after that and a large expanse of golden 

light dispersed from the ancient bronze mirror—filling the entire battlefield and even the entire void. 

In addition, a large amount of golden divine power had begun to condense crazily behind him. 

Buzz... A large amount of golden divine power condensed. In the blink of an eye, a 10,000-foot-tall 

Golden Emperor appeared behind Jian Wushuang. 

The Golden Emperor looked majestic while overlooking the world. 

As soon as the Golden Emperor took shape, Jian Wushuang pointed a single finger and a vast golden 

divine ocean power rushed out frantically. 

Soon, a huge Golden Prison took shape that covered the entire battlefield—shrouding all the experts on 

the battlefield. 

In addition, a layer of dark golden armor formed on the surface of Jian Wushuang’s body. 

The dark golden armor was Nine Sparkle Star Armor’s Precious Armor. 

The vast Star Armor Domain emerged. 

Next, sword intent started rising to the sky as Jian Wushuang’s 100,000 miles Perfect Sword World was 

displayed. 

Golden Light Domain, Prison of Punishment, Star Armor Domain, Sword World... Four oppression 

methods were displayed at the same time. 

At that instance, many experts on the battlefield could already feel Jian Wushuang’s various oppression 

methods displayed. Although Jian Wushuang had not fully put his domain oppressions methods to use, 

those Grand Ultimate Gods could already feel its greatness. 

Jian Wushuang began to secretly send messages while those four oppression domains were forming. 

“Jue Xin, An Ying...” 

Jian Wushuang sent messages to several Grand Ultimate Gods under his command. “I’ll do my best to 

oppress the domain later. When the time comes, you shall do this...” 

Jian Wushuang quickly explained his plans in the messages. 



After receiving a message from Jian Wushuang and knowing Jian Wushuang’s real intentions, Jue Xin, An 

Ying, and Lan Junzhu were surprised. 

Chapter 2779: What Are You Doing, Alliance Master Su Han? 

 

“Alliance Master Su Han...” 

Jue Xin, An Ying, and Lan Junzhu looked at Alliance Master Su Han in amazement but kept a straight 

face. 

“Alliance Master Su Han, your domain oppression methods look extraordinary. I really look forward to 

feeling the power of this domain oppression methods,” said Blood Thunder King with a smile next to Jian 

Wushuang. 

“Don’t worry, you’ll experience it very soon.” Jian Wushuang smiled while his right hand slowly 

stretched out. 

“Be careful!” 

“Alliance Master Su Han’s domain oppression methods are great such that even Peak Grand Ultimate 

Gods’ strength is suppressed. We have to be vigilant.” 

There was a commotion among the Grand Ultimate Gods from Yin Su’er’s faction with all of them 

waiting intently and preparing to contend with the domain oppression methods Jian Wushuang 

displayed. 

Blood Thunder King and those Grand Ultimate Gods under his command sneered at them while looking 

forward to Jian Wushuang using his domain oppression methods to suppress all the Grand Ultimate 

Gods from Yin Su’er’s faction. They were waiting to take advantage of the situation and caused the 

greatest damage to Yin Su’er’s faction. 

Jian Wushuang finally straightened his right arm, but his palm suddenly flipped around. 

“Domain Oppression!” 

Rumbling... 

The Golden Light Domain, Prison of Punishment, Star Armor Domain, and Sword World superimposed as 

its terrifying power instantly came into effect. 

The well-prepared Grand Ultimate Gods from Yin Su’er’s faction were puzzled when Jian Wushuang 

exercised his domain oppression methods as they did not feel the slightest bit of oppression at all. 

On the other hand, Blood Thunder King and those Grand Ultimate God experts under his command felt 

the oppression instead. 

They were sneering at their opponents and waiting for a good show. However, they were the ones who 

immediately felt the suppression by the four superimposed domain oppression methods. Those Grand 

Ultimate Gods including Blood Thunder King felt as though a mighty mountain was on top of them. The 



sixteen of them—which were either Primary-level or High-level Grand Ultimate Gods—felt their overall 

strength had instantly reduced by about 30 to 40 percent. 

Their strength had diminished all of a sudden. 

“Alliance Master Su Han, what are you doing?” Blood Thunder King was horrified. 

He was looking forward to Jian Wushuang’s domain oppression methods as he and Jian Wushuang were 

supposed to be in the same camp. However, why were he and his people being suppressed instead? 

Jian Wushuang merely smiled coldly when he heard Blood Thunder King’s shriek as his right hand 

instantly pointed toward Blood Thunder King’s direction. 

Buzz! 

The power of Space-time Law instantly swept and drifted across. 

A Finger Pointing Heavenly Technique! 

Blood Thunder King alone was being targeted by that method. 

“Attack!” Jian Wushuang’s eyes flashed with murderous intent. 

Those who were already ready to go behind him such as Jue Zin, An Ying, and Lan Junzhu as well as the 

Gold-armored Corpse Puppet, Silver-armored Corpse Puppet, and two Bronze-armored Corpse Puppets 

instantly began their attack with the intentions to kill. 

Those corpse puppets were refined by Jian Wushuang and he could command them just by using his 

mind power. 

Jue Zin, An Ying, and Lan Junzhu had also been informed by Jian Wushuang beforehand, so they were 

not surprised to see Jian Wushuang’s behavior. They began killing Blood Thunder King and the others 

next to them. 

Blood Thunder King and the other sixteen Grand Ultimate Gods were still recovering from their shock 

after encountering the sudden change and betrayal, yet had to face the imminent fierce attacks. 

“Sh*t!” 

“Sword Alliance, you bastard!” 

“The Sword Alliance is our enemy!” 

The Grand Ultimate Gods under Blood Thunder King’s command were frightened. 

All of them thought the Sword Alliance was an ally recruited by Blood Thunder King which they were 

quite happy about it. They might be able to wipe out Yin Su’er and Yun Shan’s factions in no time with 

the Sword Alliance’s help. 

However, the situation was reversed to their horror. 

The Sword Alliance was not a friend but a foe! 



All of a sudden, they were suppressed by the terrifying domain oppression methods without any 

preparations. At the same time, they were being attacked by Grand Ultimate God Jue Xin and the 

others. 

They were standing so close to the Sword Alliance experts before, therefore many of those Grand 

Ultimate Gods under Blood Thunder King’s command were unable to resist when Grand Ultimate God 

Jue Xin made the sudden attack. 

Chuck! Chuck! Chuck! Chuck! 

Five Grand Ultimate Gods were killed on the spot with three Grand Ultimate Gods severely injured. 

In addition, Jian Wushuang targeted Blood Thunder King. 

Jian Wushuang used the A Finger Pointing Heavenly Technique on Blood Thunder King to freeze the 

space-time Blood Thunder King was located at. Thereafter, the Gold-armored Corpse Puppet next to 

Blood Thunder King fired a shot toward Blood Thunder King who was still in a daze and unable to put up 

a defense. 

The Gold-armored Corpse Puppet wielded a large saber which slashed down a horrifying saber-light at 

Blood Thunder King like a thunderbolt that suddenly appeared on a sunny day. 

Blood Thunder King had not recovered from his senses and naturally did not manage to resist the attack. 

However, a simple jade slip hidden in his sleeves cracked. 

An invisible shield immediately appeared in front of Blood Thunder King after the jade slip was broken. 

Bang! 

The Gold-armored Corpse Puppet’s large saber landed on the shield and produced a loud bang. The 

shield shook violently and instantly collapsed, but the large saber’s power was greatly weakened. 

The remaining power from the blow was very weak as it landed on Blood Thunder King’s divine body 

after being weakened by the protective armor and could no longer cause any harm toward Blood 

Thunder King. However, the momentum had sent him flying. 

“Oh, he’s not dead?” 

Jian Wushuang was a little surprised. It was a shame that he did not manage to kill Blood Thunder King 

with that blow. 

It was definitely a great opportunity to kill Blood Thunder King who was caught off guard and standing 

so close together. Jian Wushuang worked seamlessly with the Gold-armored Corpse Puppet with him 

performing the A Finger Pointing Heavenly Technique while the Gold-armored Corpse Puppet used its 

killer move. They should have been able to kill the Blood Thunder King. 

However, they never expected Blood Thunder King to have a life-saving method hidden up his sleeves. 

The jade slip was a life-saving method. Although it was not sophisticated, it did save his life. 

“Fortunately, I have a life-saving method!” 



Blood Thunder King had recovered from the frozen space-time and concurrently also noticed the jade 

slip in his sleeves was broken. He had figured out what just happened. 

He knew he had just been through a life-threatening situation. 

He then saw five figures were slowly falling downward up in the void ahead of him. 

Those five people were his followers who were killed by Jian Wushuang’s Grand Ultimate Gods and 

corpse puppets. 

“Damn it!” 

Blood Thunder King looked extremely gloomy with blood-red eyes like two blood-colored thunderbolts 

as he shot a look at Jian Wushuang. 

“Su Han!” 

Chapter 2780: Jian Yi!!! 

 

Blood Thunder King saw red. 

The Grand Ultimate Gods under his command were extremely frightened. 

On the other end, the Yin Su’er’s faction Grand Ultimate Gods were in a daze. 

They were all prepared just now to greet Jian Wushuang’s domain oppression methods and the attack 

from Blood Thunder King and Sword Alliance’s experts. 

As a result... They did not even make a move and the domain oppression methods did not suppress 

them. Instead, the Blood Thunder King and Sword Alliance camp were fighting among themselves. 

“What’s the matter? Didn’t Sword Alliance team up with Blood Thunder King’s faction?” 

“They declared that they are allies but now they are killing each other.” 

“The Blood Thunder King’s faction was obviously not prepared, and they lost five Grand Ultimate Gods 

at once. Blood Thunder King would also probably be dead had he not have the life-saving method.” 

“Sword Alliance... what the hell is going on?” 

Those Grand Ultimate Gods in Yin Su’er camp were puzzled. 

Of course, there were some of them that could tell what was going on. They turned to look at Yin Su’er. 

Yin Su’er stood in the void and looked satirically at Blood Thunder King, she said, “Blood Thunder King, I 

told you not to be too happy too soon.” 

“Have you and Sword Alliance... joined hands a long time ago?” Blood Thunder King’s eyes were gloomy. 

“Yes, we joined forces much earlier than you think. I’ve started working together before Sword Alliance 

was established. Oh no, it’s Mr. Jian Yi,” admitted Yin Su’er. 



Jian Wushuang was smiling faintly. He knew that after Yin Su’er exposed his name, his identity was no 

longer a secret. 

However, there was no need to hide his identity anymore at that point in time. 

“Jian Yi? I seem to have heard of this name before.” Blood Thunder King frowned, raking his mind for 

the memory. 

A Grand Ultimate God behind him immediately leaned forward and said a few words in his ear. 

After that, Blood Thunder King’s expression changed abruptly. 

“Jian Yi, the Northern Darkstar Territorial Lord, the Earth Ultimate God who was once on Divine Demon 

Sect and Life and Death Tower wanted list?” 

“So, you are Jian Yi?” 

Blood Thunder King and the others were shocked. They were staring incredulously at Jian Wushuang. 

All the other Grand Ultimate Gods who had heard of the bounty offered by Divine Demon Sect and Life 

and Death Tower were amazed. 

They were horrified and in disbelief not only because of the name Jian Yi... 

The name, Jian Yi, acquired a certain reputation due to the bounty out on his head but that was not 

enough to gain the respect from those Grand Ultimate Gods. 

A few decades ago, when Jian Yi was on Life and Death Tower and Divine Demon Sect’s wanted list, he 

was just an Earth Ultimate God. 

Although hearsay was that he had the combat power of a Heaven Ultimate God at that stage, he was 

indeed at the Earth Ultimate God realm. 

How long had it been? 

Perhaps, less than a hundred years? 

Jian Yi disappeared, and when he reappeared again, things had changed drastically, he became the 

Sword Alliance Master, the leader of a top force in Danyang Continent. 

Besides, he was extremely powerful; much stronger than many High-level Grand Ultimate Gods. 

Did he manage to grow so powerful in less than a hundred years? 

“How is this possible?” 

“Impossible!” 

“Are you kidding me?” 

Blood Thunder King, Yin Su’er and even a few members of Sword Alliance were all shocked to discover 

Jain Wushuang’s true identity. 

That was incredible. 



His rate of improvement was truly scary. 

They probably had never seen such a genius in the entire Danyang Holy Domain who made such 

progress in less than a hundred years. 

Even if they had to look in the entire Nine Realms of Golden Crow, perhaps the most dazzling genius in 

the history of Dragon Phoenix Pavilion could barely be compared with Jian Wushuang. 

Apart from that particular genius, there was no other in the entire Nine Realms of Golden Crow. 

Jian Wushuang had no choice but to smile when he noticed all the amazed gazes around him. “Yes, I am 

the Northern Darkstar Territorial Lord Jian Yi!” 

“So, he is the one!” Pandemonium broke out among the surrounding Grand Ultimate Gods. 

“You are Jian Yi, then you are not from the Outer Realm?” Blood Thunder King stared at Jian Wushuang. 

“Of course not. I was able to create a strong sword alliance in such a short period of time because I had 

a chance to gain a lot of resources and some special methods. Someone from the Outer Realm with the 

backing of an Undying Saint and a powerful force was just purely your wild guess,” Jian Wushuang 

replied with a smile. 

“I have been cooperating with the Fort Master since a long time ago. I created the Sword Alliance only 

to help relieve the pressure on Crimson Stone Fort Master. As for the conflicts within Crimson Stone 

Fort, I naturally stand with the Fort Master. Just when I was worried about how to find a chance to strike 

a move, you came to me. I couldn’t ask for anything better.” 

“Is that so?” The Blood Thunder King clenched his teeth tight, his face distorted by his terrine rage. 

He thought that he managed to trick Jian Wushuang, Yin Su’er and Yun Shan all at once. 

To his horror, on the contrary, Jian Wushuang and Yin Su’er would set him up in a trap. 

“Jian Yi, the Yun Shan faction has been defeated and they probably can no longer make a comeback. 

Next, we need to deal with Blood Thunder King’s faction. There is no need to talk nonsense with him, 

let’s just destroy him quickly. Otherwise, the top forces like Nanwu Palace would make their ways here 

real soon,” said Yin Su’er. 

“Alright.” Jian Wushuang nodded, his eyes turned cold. 

His mighty four oppression domains were still working perfectly on the battlefield, suppressing the 

opponents. 

Blood Thunder King and his experts were completely enshrouded by the pressure of those four 

oppression domains, their expression looked extremely ugly under those agonizing pressure. 

Initially, they had sixteen Grand Ultimate Gods, but five of them had just been killed with several others 

seriously injured. 

Under such circumstances, they would be crushed even if Sword Alliance was after them., The Blood 

Thunder King faction would be wiped out completely if Sword Alliance and Yin Su’er stayed united. 



“Sir, the situation is not good for us. Shall we withdraw?” a Grand Ultimate God under Blood Thunder 

King’s command suggested. 

Blood Thunder King controlled the Crimson Stone Official Army, so he was also called the Army Lord. 

Most of the Grand Ultimate Gods behind him are the Crimson Stone Official Army’s commanders. 

“Withdraw? Haha, I have finally got this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity, how can I miss it?” Blood 

Thunder King cracked into a crazy fit of laughter, his eyes turned extremely gloomy. 

 


